**Student Math Performance - Gr. 8 - All students**

number and percent at or above Level 3 (2018/19)

**Why This Matters:**
Math proficiency in grade 8 is a predictor for successful high school graduation.

Assessments are offered in mathematics at the elementary and middle-school levels. Mathematics is one of the three areas used to determine accountability for schools and districts. The assessments are based on state learning standards.

The tests are intended to help improve teaching in classrooms and focus instruction on the needs of each student.

**Data Provider:**
NYS Education Department

**Data Source:**
NYS Education Department; Office of Information; Reporting and Technology Services
Student Math Performance - Gr. 8 - All students
number and percent at or above Level 3 (2015/16 / 2018/19)

Why This Matters:
Math proficiency in grade 8 is a predictor for successful high school graduation.

Assessments are offered in mathematics at the elementary and middle-school levels. Mathematics is one of the three areas used to determine accountability for schools and districts. The assessments are based on state learning standards.

The tests are intended to help improve teaching in classrooms and focus instruction on the needs of each student.

Data Provider:
NYS Education Department

Data Source:
NYS Education Department; Office of Information; Reporting and Technology Services